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TOP STORY

Science Fiction:
What Makes A
Good SF Story?
Dr. John L. Flynn

What makes a good science fiction story?
For decades, science fiction writers, critics
and fans have been debating that very
question, trying to define an ever-changing
genre that really defies definition. Brian Aldiss,
the well-know British science fiction writer
and critic, believes that “science fiction is a
search for the definition of man and his status
in the universe which will stand in our
advanced but confused state of knowledge.”
Isaac Asimov argued “science fiction is that
branch of literature which is concerned with

the impact of scientific advance upon human
beings.” Ray Bradbury said, “science fiction
is really sociological studies of the future—
things that the writer believes are going to
happen by putting two and two together.”
Damon Knight, the award-winning author
and founder of the Science Fiction Writers of
American, suggested that “science fiction
examines the mystery of what makes us
human—not in small, every day symbols but
in bigger ones of space and time.” While most
agree that science fiction is the literature of
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ideas, of possibilities and of alternatives, the
elements that make a good science fiction
story still remain a matter of speculation and
debate. Nevertheless, a few key insights have
emerged that form a consensus of opinion.
A good science fiction story must have a
speculative element that is integral to the
narrative; if the speculative element can be
lifted out of the plot without affecting the
overall story, then all the author has done is
taken an existing storyline and dressed it up
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Literary May/June
A Potpourri of Literary Events

(Available online at www.litecircle.com/calendar.html)
Consecutive Reading Series

Society read their original work.

Wednesday, May 15

Saturday, May 4, 11, 18, 25/June 1, 8, 15, 22, 29

Saturday, May 11

8:00 p.m. Saturday Night Poetry Series, Mariposa
Center for Creative Expression, 5000 Berwyn Rd.,
College Park, MD. Typically 3 featured readers
followed by open mike. Complimentary refreshments included in $5 cover charge. For more info,
call (301) 513-9422/email MariposaPoet@aol.com.
May 18: CD Release Party for Poet, Taalam Acey
and Singer/Songwriter, David Morreale. May 25:
The Memorial Day Writers’ Project presents readings by veterans Clyde Wray, Frank Crowson and
Woody Printz. June 1: Poet Connection
presents...readings by Bett Notter, Tonya
Matthews and Wells Burgess. June 8: The IWWG
presents...[TBA].

2:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. Kevin
Reilly discusses his debut novel The Lost Treasure
of the Incas, a crime story/thriller.

7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Avenue At White
Marsh, 8123 Honeygo Blvd. Gus Russo discusses
his book The Oufit: The Role of Chicago’s
Underworld in the Shaping of Modern America.
For more info, call (410) 933-9670.
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Sunday, May 12
Sunday, May 5, 12, 19, 26
7:00-10:30 p.m. The MYTH poetry slam,
TEAISM, 400 8th St. NW (corner of 8th and D Sts),
Washington, DC. Cover $5. For program/info, call
(202) 638-6010 or email GalAengus@aol.com.
Monday, May 6, 13, 20, 27
7:30 p.m. SLAMicide! downstairs at XandO,
3003 N. Charles St., Charles Village. Donation $5.
Open mic—local and national features—slam. Cash
prize for 1st and 2nd place SLAM winners! Hosts:
Baltimore Slammaster Nicki Miller and Granma
Dave Schein. For directions, call (410) 889-7076.
For more info, contact Nicki at: GalAengus
@aol.com, or Dave at: granmadave@yahoo.com .
May 13: Jeffrey McDaniel/Venice Beach; May 20:
Demetrius Tha Poet/Philly; May 27: Memorial
Day/No venue.
Tuesday, May 7, 14, 21, 28
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Volume Discounts
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5% discount
6 months
10% discount
12 months
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8:30 p.m. Tell the World, open mic poetry and
spoken word reading at the One World Cafe, 904
S. Charles St., Federal Hill. Hosted by Tom Swiss.
For more info, call (410) 455-5325 or email
tms@infamous.net.
9:00 p.m. Open reading at Funk’s Democratic
Coffee Spot, 1818 Eastern Ave., Fells Point. For
more info, call (410) 276-FUNK.
Literary May
Saturday, May 4
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4:00 p.m. Thy Mother’s Glass Mother’s Day
Poetry Reading at Barnes & Noble Inner Harbor.
Hosted by Diane Scharper. This year features
readings by sons—David Beaudouin, Michael
Fallon, David Kreibel and others. An open reading
follows. For more info, call (410) 704-2868. To be
included in the open reading send poems to Diane
Scharper, Towson University, English
Department, Towson, MD 21252.

3:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City, Long
Gate Shopping Center, 4300 Montgomery Rd.
(410-203-9001). Eric Ward signs his book Army
Life In Virginia: The Civil War Letters of George
G. Benedict.
Sunday, May 5
3:00 p.m. Readings For Reading at The Learning
Bank, 1200 W. Baltimore St. Eleanor Lewis, Megg
Magee, Reggie Harris and Rosemary Klein read
their poetry. Donations are welcome but not
required. For more info, call Moira Egan at (410)
644-1261 or Peggy Hoffman at (410) 659-5452.
Monday, May 6
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. The
Student Writers Alliance moderated by Sindy
Parrot, a Howard County school teacher, meets.
Tuesday, May 7
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. Members of the Harford Poetry

2:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. The Wine
Glass Poets meet.

Thursday, May 16
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. American
History Book Group discusses This Hallowed
Ground: The Union Side of the Civil War by Bruce
Catton.
Friday, May 17
6:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Avenue At White
Marsh. New Yorker staff writer Kevin Conley
discusses his book Stud: Adventures in Breeding.
For more info, call (410)-933-9670.
Saturday, May 18

4:00-6:00 p.m. WordHouse At The Minas
Gallery. Barbara Hurd and poets from Western
Maryland read their work. Open mic after featured
readers. $3 admission.
Monday, May 13
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Novelist David Anthony
Durham reads from his novel Walk Through
Darkness .
Tuesday, May 14
12:00 noon. Poetry At Noon at the Library of
Congress, Washington D.C. “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream” is the topic of the readings in he
Pickford Theater, 3rd floor of the Madison Building,
1 s tand Independence Ave., S.E. Guest readers are
Lite Assistant Editor and poet Dan Cuddy, Yvette
Neisser of Silver Spring, and Heddy Reid of
Washington. For more info, call (202) 707-1308.

12:00 noon-3:00 p.m. “Poetry in the Shade,” the
Lite Circle’s Spring/Summer 3rd Saturday poetry
series at Something Special Coffee Shop, 504 Main
St., Laurel MD. Featured reader: Victoria Gaile
Laidler (see “Balticon 36 SF Poetry Winners, page
5) followed by open mike. Free. Info:
lite@toadmail.com.
Sunday, May 19
2:15 p.m. The Lite Circle hosts a publication
party for Elizabeth Stevens, author of Cherry Pie
& Other Stories. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Info: lite@toadmail.com.
4:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
Philosophy Book Group discusses a collection of
Arthur Schopenhauer’s works entitled
Philosophical Writings, edited by Wolfgang
Schirmacher.
Monday, May 20

1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event. Poet
Tracey N. Thomas reads.
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Elizabeth Stevens and Marta
Knobloch read from their latest work. Ms Stevens’
book Cherry Pie and Other Stories (Lite Circle
Books) focuses on various kinds of loss. Ms.
Knobloch’s most recent work, La Virago
(Campanotto Editore) is a fact-based play (in
English and Italian) about Caterina Sforza, “The
Virago,” a widowed countess who valiantly defied
the Pope and a foreign army to defend her sons’
inheritance.

7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. The
Science Fiction Group discusses Harry
Turtledove’s Case of the Toxic Spell Dump.
Tuesday, May 21
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. Poet Dennis Barnes reads his
work.
Thursday, May 23
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. A Novel
Idea. A discussion of Lalita Tademy’s epic novel

The Big Literary “Spot” Lites
Borders-Columbia, 6151 Columbia Crossing Circle. Phone: (410) 2900062.
Borders-Towson, 415 York Rd. Phone: (410) 296-0791.
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, 400 Cathedral St., Baltimore.
Phone: (410) 396-5494/396-5847.
Harford Poetry Society Events at Rockfield Manor, 501 Churchville Rd. (Rte
22), Bel Air, MD. Phone: (410) 877-1625.
Mystery Loves Company Booksellers, 1730 Fleet St., Fells Point. Phone:
(410) 276-6708 or (800) 538-0042.
WordHouse Salon at Minas, 733-35 S. Ann St., Fells Point. Phone: (410)
732-4258.
XandO, 3003 North Charles St., Charles Village. Phone: (410) 889-7076.

Cane River, based on the lives of four generations
of African-American women.
Friday, May 24
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. Open
Mic Poetry.
Tuesday, May 28
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. Poet Sandra Evans Falconer
reads her work.
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. The
Writers Circle meets.
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. Literary
Readings. A discussion of the last part of Dante’s
Divine Comedy, Paradiso, translated by John
Ciardi.

6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Poet Felicia Morgenstern
reads from her book The Night Mother Earth Told
Father Sky She Was Tired of the Missionary
Position.
Saturday, June 22
2:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt free Library, Walbrook
Branch, 3203 West North ave (410-396-0935).
The Griots Circle of Maryland presents a
celebration of Juneteenth in the African oral
tradition. Juneteenth (observed on June 19) is the
oldest known celebration of the ending of slavery.
At the library stories, songs, proverbs, poetry and
African drumming featuring Bunjo Butler, Janice
Curtis Greene, Fellisco Keeling, Tinki Baku and
Judge homas Curtis will be performed.
Tuesday, June 25

Literary June

1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. Program TBA.

Sunday, June 2

Wednesday, June 26

3:00 p.m. Readings For Reading at The Learning
Bank, 1200 W. Baltimore St. Sasha West, Denise
Gantt and Michael Collier read their poetry.
Donations are welcome but not required. For more
information call Moira Egan at (410) 644-1261 or
Peggy Hoffman at (410) 659-5452.

6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, the Meyerhoff Children’s Garden. Jerdine
Nolen, author of four award-winning children’s
books, reads her most recent story Big Jabe, a tall
tale about a hero strong as 50 men and with a heart
as big as all outdoors.
To Have Your Event Listed
please send information to: Dan Cuddy,
Calendar Editor, 41 Odeon Ct., Baltimore, MD
21234. Tel. (410) 882-4138; Email:
lite@toadmail.com
Information received after the 15th of the preceding
month may not be printed. We reserve the right to
edit all material to fit space requirements. Lite:
Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper is published bimonthly. A literary calendar is posted monthly on
the Lite web site ( www.litecircle.com/
calendar.html ).

Monday, June 3
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe room, a launch party will be held to
celebrate the publication of Reginald Harris’Ten
Tongues, the second volume of poetry produced
by Three Conditions Press. Harris will read from
his book, following which there will be a book
signing and a reception, provided by New Psalmist
Baptist Church caterers. The Three Conditions
Press is a subsidiary of the Maryland Poetry &
Literary Society.
Tuesday, June 4
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. John Kehring presents a slide
show featuring his photography and reads his
Nautical Poems.
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Ben Schrank reads from his
new novel Consent.
Wednesday, June 5
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Lauren Porosoff Mitchell
reads from her novelLook At Me. Dana, the novel’s
heroine leads a double life: by day she’s a successful
scientist; by night a sexual predator.
Sunday, June 9
4:00-6:00 p.m. WordHouse At The Minas
Gallery. The Poets of WordHouse read their
work. Open mic after the featured readers. $3
admission.
Tuesday, June 11
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. A recording of a radio program
originally broadcast in 1982 featuring poet Hugh
Burgess will be played. Mr Burgess will also be
present and will comment on the program and
subsequent events.
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch, Poe Room. Poets Jennifer Michael Hecht
and Michael Lally read heir latest work.
Tuesday, June 18
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event at
Rockfield Manor. Poet Susan Beverley Tegeler
from Western Maryland will read.

Names in Lite
·F.J. Bergmann (Poem: Suspended Animation ) is
from Wisconsin and other places. She considers
herself primarily a visual artist who has snuck in
through the back door of literature, and likes science
fiction. One of her pseudopods can reach all the way
from the bedroom to the refrigerator.
·John L. Flynn (SpotLite: What Makes a Good SF
Story) is nominated this year for a Hugo Award, the
Science Fiction Achievement Award, for his writing. He is an author, university professor, psychologist, and science fiction enthusiast. He is a member
of the Science Fiction Writers of America, and has
been a regular contributor and columnist to dozens
of science fiction magazines. He sold his first book,
Future Threads, in 1985, and has subsequently had
five other books published, including Cinematic
Vampires, The Films of Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Phantoms of the Opera, Dissecting Aliens, and
Visions in Light and Shadow. In 1997, John switched
gears from writing and literature to study psychology, and earned a degree as a clinical psychologist.
·Rosemary Klein (Poem: Elegy) is a widely-published Baltimore writer. She is editor-in-chief of the
Maryland Poetry Review and one of the original poets
who founded the Maryland State Poetry & Literary
Society in 1986.
·Victoria Gaile Laidler (Poem: The Celebrity) was
born in New York, grew up in Rhode Island, and now
lives in an 80-year-old home in Savage, MD. She has
worked at the (Hubble) Space Telescope Science
Institute for 18 years, contributing to the Digitised
Sky Survey and the billion-object Guide Star Catalog.
She is an avid SF reader, a poet, a singer, and a ritual
artist.
L.B. Sedlacek (Poem: Unresponsive Sky) writes
from Lenoir, NC and has recently had poetry appear
in Raskolnikov’s Cellar, The Odeum, The Brown
Critique, IdioM, Poetry Life and Times, and Red Owl
Magazine.
·Igor Zaitsev (Fiction: The Advice) is a writer and exscientist with a Ph.D. in biology. He has also taught
anatomy and physiology at a Brooklyn high school.
This spring a collection of his poems, In a Hurry to
Live, will be published. A second collection is forthcoming. He is currently at work on a novel about “the
many multicultural aspects that affect the development of a young man as he struggles to find himself.”
He writes from New York, NY.

ONE OR MORE WORDS
FROM OUR EDITOR
EDITORIAL

A Manifesto Against Meanness
Normally, in our sf/fantasy issue I write
about some topic relating the science or
technology. But this time I am moved to
write something different. I raise my editorial
voice against the plague of meanness that
is sweeping our country.
First, a definition from Mr. Webster (#7):
“Mean: characterized by petty selfishness
or malice; contemptibly disobliging or
unkind; tending to harass or distress by
reason of vexatious characteristics or
conditions.” I believe that this sort of mean
behavior is endemic in our society today,
despite the momentary solidarity
engendered by 9-11. Every day I hear mean
comments, directed both at me and others,
uttered by both friends and strangers.
Meanness has practically coopted our
humor. Many people think it’s funny to
comment unfavorably on a person’s, even
a friend’s, appearance. I know one individual
who refers to overweight people as
“planets.” Part of this is due to the
disappearance of tact in our society—if you
have an opinion of someone, no matter how
mean or ill-considered, you are encouraged
to say it. This is called “assertiveness” or
“expressing your feelings.” Usually,
though, when such feelings are expressed,
other people’s are trampled upon. Whatever
happened to the Golden Rule? It seems a
reverse Golden Rule, call it a Brass Rule,
operates today: “Do unto others what you
would not have them do unto you.” Plenty
of brass is shown today, by nearly everyone.
Meanness is particularly valued—yes,
valued—in the workplace. Mean people get
promoted faster than nice ones. I’ve seen it
over and over again. Only in the workplace
the mean person is “a hard charger” or “a
go-getter,” “on the fast track.” You don’t
want to cross a hard charger on the fast
track. Mean people are idolized in the
literature on success. They are the ones
who always seem to get what they want,
develop winning strategies, know how to
“get to yes.” Mean bosses are always about
“whipping X into shape.” I had a boss who

routinely (and cheerfully) told me she was
going to “whip me into shape.” What she
meant was, “I’m going to make you do what
I say, say what I say, think what I say,
because what I say goes.” Except I didn’t
play that game. I quit, because I frankly
don’t need to be whipped into anything.
No one does.
And a corollary to the popularity of
meanness is the denigration of its opposite,
niceness. You ever notice how nice people
are so often the butt of jokes, how “nice”
itself has become a term of derision. I can’t
tell you how many times people have told
me I’m too nice. How can you be too nice?
Can you be too polite? Too happy? Too
good? I could make a joke here, but I’m
serious. Too good? If there is too much
goodness, does it need to be “balanced”
somehow with evil? Some may talk
philosophically about some kind of cosmic
“balance,” but in the real world is such a
balance desirable or would it be better if all
people were nice, good, kind to one another?
Because the battle between good and evil
is not played out among philosophers or on
a battlefield, but every day, between small
acts of generosity and greed, good deeds
and spiteful slights, niceness and
meanness. Me, I’d rather at least try to
follow the Golden Rule than the brass one.
I’d rather be nice.
And if nice guys really do finish last? In
that case, I’d say the answer is clear: we
need to work together on this. We need
collective bargaining with the meanies who
run the world. We need a nice people’s
union. And if anyone can work together,
nice people can. That’s our strength. That’s
our advantage over the selfish ones who
are always looking out for number one.
Let’s do it, okay? Can’t we all just get
along?

David W. Kriebel,
Editor

I Hear America Singing
Each issue we will select one patriotic poem and print it in this special section.
Poets whose work is selected will receive a $25 savings bond.
By “patriotic poem” we mean any poem which:
celebrates the United States or its democratic and pluralistic
ideals;
eulogizes the victims of the terrorist attack on September 11,
2001; or
honors our men and women in uniform—military personnel, police,
firefighters, postal workers, and medical personnel.
Poems should be no more than 40 lines long. Please submit only one
poem per entry to:
Attn: Patriotic Poem
Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
PO Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210
Email: lite@toadmail.com
May/June 2002 Lite
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The Lite Circle, Inc. is a non-profit literary organization based in
Baltimore. We rely on individual contributions to continue our literary activities, including Lite Circle Books (a small-press publishing
house), our various poetry reading series, and the publication you are
reading right now. If you care about the literary arts in Central
Maryland, join us. All you have to do is fill out the form below and send
it to The Lite Circle, Inc., P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Check your level of support:
❏ Regular ($13) - subscription to Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper,
free or reduced admission to Lite readings, and a 10% discount on all Lite
Circle Books and back issues.

❏ Student ($10) - same as Regular. Must be at least a half-time student.
❏ Supporting Member ($25) - same as Regular, but with a 25% discount on
all Lite Circle products and a listing in each issue of Lite.
❏ Patron ($100) - same as Supporting Member, plus 3 free books of your
choice and a 10% discount off any advertisement placed in Lite.
Date______________________
Name_________________________________________
Address_____________________________Apt./P.O. Box______
City______________________State______Zip Code___________
Phone (optional)____________Email (optional)________________

Your donation is fully tax-deductible.

Lite Circle Books
proudly presents

Lower Than the Angels
An exciting new anthology of science
fact, science fiction, & fantasy
edited by Vonnie Winslow Crist
& David Kriebel
Includes work by Jack Chalker, A.C. Crispin, Lawrence Watt-Evans, Neil
Gaiman, Bud Sparhawk, Robert Wayne McCoy, John Flynn, Darrell
Schweitzer, Don Sakers, Bruce Boston, Steve Sneyd, W. H. Stevens, Marta
Knobloch, Rosemary Klein, Dan Cuddy, Patti Kinlock, Elisabeth Stevens,
Stacy Tuthill, Donna Eason, Sam Beard, Judy Chernak, and many others.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
$14.95 (check or money order payable to the Lite Circle–plus $2.00 shipping)
LTTA c/o Lite Circle Books, P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html

Through A Glass Darkly
New Mystery/Gothic Horror/Dark Fantasy anthology
is open for submissions--deadline EXTENDED
TO June 30, 2002 (or when full). FINAL
DEADLINE. Needed : theme appropriate: stories
(under 2,500 words), poems (under 50 lines), and essays
(under 2,000 words). Check with editors for other nonfiction. Editor s: Vonnie Winslow Crist, David Kriebel,
P.E. Kinlock. Assistant Editor: W.H. Stevens. Antholo gy
will be issued in a 6“ x 9” trade edition of about 190
perfect-bound pages and will debut in Spring 2002.
First time rights preferred. Pay: in copies at this time.
To submit, please send your work along with a reading fee of $3 per poem and $5
per prose piece to: Through A Glass Dar kly, c/o Lite Cir cle Books, P.O. Box
26162, Baltimore, MD 21210. All reading fees will be waived with an advance order
of 2 books at our low advance price of $9.95 each (total: $19.90)—final price after
publication will be higher. Please, original work onl y (no copyrighted characters,
e.g. Star Trek, Dark Shadows, etc.)
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As usual, this column kicks off with
an account of things the erstwhile Great
Critic did not do or meant to do but did not
finish. Thus I started off my literary March
by visiting the Howard Community College Book Festival on March 16. I missed
all of the several readings and workshops
(featuring artists like Michael Collier,
Kendra Kopelke, Linda Joy Burke, Tara
Hart, and Daniel Mark Epstein) since I
was trying to hawk Lite Circle Books in the
book pavilion, but I heard they were pretty
good. The other thing I missed that weekend which got positive reviews was Write
Now 3: An African-American Literary
Experience, an April 15-17 literary conference co-sponsored by Coppin State
University and famed Baltimore bookseller Sibanye. The conference was headlined by Haki Madhubuti, who was honored with a Lifetime Achievement award
along with Lucille Clifton. Break-out sessions and workshops featured area notables like Kwame Alexander, Olu
Woods, Tonya Matthews, and Reggie
Harris . The person who put me on to the
latter event was POZATIV CHAINGE
co-founder and area open mic host BLEEK.
BLEEK and POZATIV CHAINGE have
been hosting an open mic at Barnes and
Noble Inner Harbor since September 1999
(the last Tuesday of every month at 7:30
PM), and they recently started hosting an
event the first and third Tuesdays of every
month at the Comedy Factory. Getting on
BLEEK’s e-mail list, like being on Maritza
Rivera’s (Mariposa Center for Artistic
Expression) , is a great way to find out
what’s going on in literary Baltimore. You
can write to BLEEK at bleek4@juno.com.
More on BLEEK in a minute. I meant to
interview him about Write Now 3, but then
I got caught up in the usual family dramas...
March 22 found me at Gallery 409
for the fourth Friday Poetry Open Mic and
Slam hosted by Poetology. I enjoyed
checking out the artwork in the gallery
while the show was setting up—don’t
remember who did the painting of the
continental U.S. as a slave ship, but it
definitely stuck out in my mind. The upstairs reading venue was this Great Critic’s
idea of paradise. Like if you crossed the
cast and set of “A Different World” with
the scene on Tuesday nights at Funk’s.
Refreshments, comfy chairs with lumbar
support and bathrooms (for pregnant Great
Critics), and smoking (for the unpregnant).
The evening was hosted by Poetology’s
Komplex and opened by Poetry for the
People’s Olu Woods . The featured reader
for the evening was Flomentalz, a “master of personification” featured on HBO
Def Poetry Jam whose rants on
breastfeeding, the life of food inside the
refrigerator, menstruation, and bowel
movements were well received by the
audience. I could only stay for the first
round of the slam that followed, so I don’t
know who won—but I must say I personally was blown away by Patrick from
DC, who read a revelation of a poem about
discovering the meaning of love at Reagan
National Airport (this last pronounced in
tones of wonder and rage). Very cool.
On March 26 I went over to the
Barnes and Noble at the Inner Harbor

to check out the
POZATIV
CHAINGE
open mic. The
featured poet,
Lisa Williams,
read a fine mix
of work that included “Here
We Go Again,”
which cast current events in
the light of TV
images from the
1970s,
and
“Vanishing,” a
look
at
a
woman divesting herself of
her own personality. DC’s
Dri
Fish,
whose CD was
set
to
be
launched at Gallery 409 April
20, read a
couple
of
memorable pieces during the open mic
portion of the program. I also enjoyed the
work of Catalina “Cat” Clark, particularly the first thing she read (“I speak to
whoever will listen/But mostly they just
watch me talk”).
I rounded out my circuit April 6 with
a visit to the Maryland Poetry Festival at
the Central Branch of the Enoch Pratt
Free Library where, true to form, I
skipped all of the readings and workshops
in favor of hawking Lite Circle wares. But
I did find a couple of cool books there (see
book reviews), so it was worth my while.
One final note: now that the new Lite
Website (www.litecircle.com) is up and
running, we’ll be able to keep our calendars and announcements more current. I
already owe an apology to Olu Woods for
failing to publicize the Intercollegiate
Poetry Slam 2002, a Poetry for the People
event at the Heritage Theater April 18
that featured poets from area universities
and colleges. Don’t let me miss anything
else that needs some “Meter and Metaphor” attention–please contact me if you
have something coming up that you would
like to see (or place) in this column. My email address is kyemelya@toadmail.com,
and I look forward to hearing from you.

METER &
METAPHOR

Join The Lite Circle

The Local Literary Scene

Question, comment, review, or
event for Lite? Write us or email:
lite@toadmail.com.
♥LITERARY PERSONALS♥
To place a personal ad: send your ad (no
more than 350 characters, including spaces
and punctuation, plus 32 character headline) to: Lite Personals, PO Box 26162,
Baltimore, MD 21210. Enclose check for $10
payable to The Lite Circle, Inc. Fee includes postal forwarding. Include phone
no., fax no., or email address. No obscenities or sexual references. Lite reserves the
right to reject any ad copy it deems unsuitable for publication. Ads run for 2 issues.
To reply to a personal ad: write to Lite
Personals, Code No. (listed at end of ad), at
above address. Your reply will be forwarded
to the advertiser.

The Baltimore Science Fiction Society & the Lite Circle proudly present the

Hot off the Press from
Lite Circle Books!

Balticon 36 Science Fiction
Poetry Contest Winners

Cherry Pie
by Elisabeth Stevens

P OETRY: SECOND PRIZE
The Celebrity

POETRY: FIRST PRIZE

We didn’t storm the streets in fear
as people did in yesteryear,
or photograph, respectfully,
the apparition in our sky–
instead, we put his name in lights!
We sent out nosy satellites
to harvest samples, poke and pry,
and ask him questions, eye to eye.

Suspended Animation
We left the atmosphere in a glittering swarm
of endless duplications of our shiny carapaces,
their clephshydral entrails studiously trickling,
counting down to a less likely tomorrow
as we fled the noisy light of our reddening sun.
A blue star in the constellation of the Dragonfly
was chosen again and again by the fanned array
of holy images, no matter how many times
magicians shuffled their whispering surfaces.
For days, everyone took turns at the telescopes.
Beyond familiar stars the field worked for years,
connecting us with invisible filaments to our past.
When an unexpected demonstration of a doctrine
in the sacrament of physics turned our brothers
to a sudden flash, then cooling cinders drifting
into another universe, we became uncertain
of our destination, lost in an altered cosmology.

Perhaps, when next his orbit brings
him sunward-side of Saturn’s rings,
he’ll find, as stars of Terra do,
that he has dropped from public view;
and fly past, with a dusty sigh
for the pomp and praise of days gone by.
Victoria Gaile Laidler

P OETRY: THIRD PRIZE

We entered the stacked, small cavities of oblivion
and sealed their doors against the pressure of grief.
Sleepwalking toward entropy, we float onward
in a silent void, wrapped in the blanket of time.
In the house of dreams we open the curtains
and wait for the pale light we know will come
from a strange sun rising over an alien world.

Unresponsive Sky
The skeleton surrounded by the skin
is warm to the touch.
Ask anyone.
It is something like a sea of stars
burning among planets.
Black sky.

F.J. Bergmann
Quiet voices lost in the universe
echoing in the distance.
Silence, the response.

Twelve stories
about growing
and growing up
are included in
Elisabeth
Stevens’ fourth
fiction collection.
Although the female protagonists
and family situations vary, the
common thread is
learning from often bitter experiences.
“Cherry Pie” and “Crumbs” chronicle a
young woman who ineptly says “no” to
one man, and then unwisely says “yes” to
another. In ‘The Neighbors,” a child discovers deception, ambition, and, eventually, death. In “In the Dust,” a girl who has
lost her father contrives an odd game to
compensate. In “Campfire,” a five-year-old
is separated from her parents for the first
time. The stories “Wally and the Waltz”
and “His Ambition” examine the effects of
war seen from a distance. In “Van” an art
teacher becomes the icon for a girl’s discovery of her own talent. In “A Matter of
Money” and “A Rough Ride,” heroines of
less than twenty painfully encounter the
ways and wiles of Boston society and
“important” literary people in Manhattan.
“The Towers” is a story of marriage and
adultery, and “The Nurse” deals with the
conflict between two women over a new
baby.

Order Now!
Send check or money order for $14.95
plus $2.00 shipping/handling to:
Lite Circle Books/Cherry Pie
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
For more info, email lite@toadmail.com

Looking for someone
with the “write” stuff?
Put your literary
personal ad here.

L.B. Sedlacek

2 Issues. $10.
Want to be part of the organization behind
Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper?
If you like the idea of doing something worthwhile for hard
work and no pay, maybe you can be one of us.
Many hands make Lite work. We need people to help out in:
Administration
Advertising (earn commissions!)
Distribution

Marketing
Fundraising
Public Relations

Please send a letter and your resume to:

For

the Holidays
...and throughout the year.
Beautiful wreaths, Christmas
ornaments, decorative pillows, toys,
and other wonderful creations—each
individually handmade with care by

Coventry Crafts

The Lite Circle

a family-run business since 1989

Volunteers
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
or email them to: lite@toadmail.com

2103 Coles Blvd.
Norristown, PA 19401
(610) 275-7442 or (410) 719-7792

The Lite Circle, Inc. is a non-profit organization.

We Ship Anywhere!

SPRING ROMANCE
SWM, 30’s ISO SWF, late 20’s-early 30’s,
n/s, nm with warmth, beauty, intelligence,
integrity, and creativity for possible LTR.
I’m 5’10”, br/br and I’ve been told I’m good
looking. I enjoy poetry, reading, exercise,
scintillating conversation, shared intimacies. Please write and show me the kind of
woman you are. Photo appreciated. Code
002.
SWM, handsome, intelligent, fit, 51, 5’5”,
135, wishes to meet younger WM for
artistic, athletic, and amorous reasons.
Interests include art, film, wine, conversation, and hiking. Code 005.
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 FULL PAGE

$300
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$60
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 JR. FULL
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 1/16 PAGE
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 1/2 PAGE

$195

 1/32 PAGE

$20
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(2 3/8" x 1 1/2")

 1/4 PAGE

 Business Card $20
1 issue (no discounts)

$120

(2 5/8" x 13 1/2" or 5" x 6 5/8")

Volume Discounts
3 months
5% discount
6 months
10% discount
12 months
15% discount

New! Spot color now available!
Amount enclosed $__________________

Please attach ad copy/special instructions.
ADVERTISINGAND PAYMENTPOLICY
 To Our Patrons: The Lite Circle presently accepts checks for
purchase of Lite Circle merchandise and services. Advertisers: Payment is due prior to insertion of ad. Please enclose check or money
order with ad copy and insertion order.
 If your check bounces, you will be charged for the amount of
purchase plus returned check or any other fees incurred by Lite,
including applicable late fees. Your cooperation is appreciated and will
allow us to continue to serve you with the convenience of purchasing
by check. For more information, contact us.
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Literary & Arts
NEWS
Cont. from page 1
with a science fiction setting or prop. Taking
the plot of Nora Ephron’s “When Harry Met
Sally” and setting it on Mars does not make
a good science fiction story; however, making
one of the characters a Martian with
completely different views on sexuality and
mating rituals might make an interesting story.
The speculative element must be an integral
part of the story; without it, a good science
fiction story would collapse. For example, in
“All You Zombies” (1959) by Robert Heinlein,
the protagonist uses a time machine not only
to meet his grandfather and witness the birth
of his own great-great grandchildren but also
to change gender and mate with himself in
order to produce the offspring that follow.
Without the time machine, there would be no
time-paradox, and no real plot behind the
story. Time travel, interstellar flight, genetic
engineering, first contact with an alien
civilization, robots and artificial intelligence,
nuclear holocaust and other end-of-the-world
nightmares, alien invasion, telepathy and other
forms of extrasensory perception, utopias
and dystopias, space colonization, and
immortality are all elements that might be
considered speculative. They form the vast
sandbox in which many successful science
fiction authors play.
With an entire universe, including all of
the events past, present and future, at their
disposal, authors like Ray Bradbury, Arthur
Clarke, and L. Ron Hubbard have produced
science fiction stories with a sense of wonder
and awe. Good stories take us to places we’ve
never been, introduce us to people we’ve
never met, and show us things we’ve never
dreamed. By penetrating the known world of
the here-and-now and going beyond all
barriers and boundaries, science fiction
challenges us with new realities and high
levels of consciousness and being. Olaf
Stapledon in Last and First Men (1930) and
Stephen Baxter in The Time Ships (1995) take
us millions of years into the future and
introduce us to a form of man quite different
from ourselves. Similarly, Isaac Asimov in
The Foundation Trilogy (1964) and Larry
Niven in Ringworld (1970) take us to the very
edge of known space and reveal that the vast
cosmos is still within our grasp. The very best
of science fiction probes the outer limits of
our imagination and challenges the human
spirit to reach beyond the conventional to
new and fabulous worlds with equally new
and fabulous ideas. No other literary genre,
from mysteries or gothic romances to tragedies
or comedies, does that.
Good science fiction stories may well
transport us to the outer reaches of the
universe or to the end of time, but they also
remain well grounded in science or that
reasonable extrapolation of present-day
knowledge$. Science fiction authors rarely
violate the laws of physics, and then only for
purposes of literary license. For instance, we
know that faster-than-light travel is a scientific
impossibility with today’s current technology,
but many stories have relied on warp drive,
wormholes, and other scientific theories to
move their starships from one end of the
galaxy to the other. Murray Leinster’s alien
space fleet in Talents, Incorporated (1962)
warps space around it in order to penetrate a
separate space-time continuum, anticipating

the deployment of
“warp drive” in
G
e
n
e
Roddenberry’s
“Star Trek” (1966)
series. In Jack
Williamson’sThe
Legion of Space
(1934) and Frank
Herbert’s Dune
(1965),spaceships break the
speed of light
barrier by curving
or folding space.
Alien engineers
lend a hand in
Arthur Clarke’s
2001: A Space
Odyssey and Carl
Sagan’s Contact
(1985), and help
transport the
a s t r o n a u t
protagonists
through a kind of
“star gate” or
interstellar
“switching
station” to the
other side of the
galaxy.
The
science in science
fiction is quite often
what separates a fair story from a really good
one, and what separates science fiction from
sci-fi, that Hollywood fast-food version of SF
that often violates or outright contradicts the
laws of physics for the sake of gee-whiz
special effects. While we may marvel as the XWing fighters attack the Death Star and blow
it to smithereens in George Lucas’s “Star
Wars” (1977), we must also acknowledge that
it’s light years away from good science fiction;
it’s really sci-fi, more specifically space opera,
clearly pulp fiction at its finest. Starships
don’t need wings, particularly crossed wings,
to fly in outer space; there’s no up-or-down
in space, and since there’s no atmosphere in
space to carry sound waves, explosions—no
matter how spectacular in nature—would be
entirely silent. Science fiction, no matter how
hard-core, must always be science-based
fiction, or it would be an entirely different form
of fiction, like fantasy or horror.
The writing in good science fiction stories
is always exemplary, with memorable
characters, consistent point-of-view,
interesting plotting and style, believable
dialogue, and all of the other hallmarks of
literary fiction. Naturally, a science fiction
writer’s first aim is to tell an interesting, exciting
and thought-provoking story. The story may
well involve events and settings and ideas
that are not commonplace, and perhaps that
are not even possible, but a good science
fiction writer knows that, if he has created
memorable characters, maintained a
consistent point-of-view, and done all of the
other things necessary to tell a good story,
his readers will be much more open and
accepting of his extraordinary events and
settings and ideas. Science fiction is, with one
notable exception, no different from other
forms of contemporary fiction. Science fiction
stories must tell a clear and articulate story,
even if they are about alien creatures or
intelligent robots who live on brave, new
worlds. The one notable exception, which
makes science fiction different from all other
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LITE BYTES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 The 44th Annual Smith College Used
Book Sale will be held from Friday May 17 to
Sunday May 19. It ill be held at a new location
this year, the 4-H Building at the Timonium
Fairgrounds. The hours are: on Friday May 17
from 10 to 8 p.m. a Donation of $5 from 10 to
11 a.m.; on Saturday, May 18 from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m.; On Sunday May 19 from 12-5 p.m. and
from 6 to 8 p.m. From 12-5 everything is at halfprice. From 6 to 8 all you can carry for $2. For
more information call (4100 821-6241.
The Baltimore Writers’ Alliance in
conjunction with the Mildred Werba Poetry
rust is offering prizes of $150, $100, and $75 for
1st, 2nd, and 3r d place in the Mildred Werba
Poetry Contest 2002.
Entrants must submit a cover letter with
name, address, phone number, e-mail address,
a 50-word or less biography, and the titles of
up to 3 previously unpublished poems. The
poet=s name must NOT appear anywhere on
the manuscripts. Submissions must be neatly
typed on 8.5” x 11” white paper with 1” margins
with title and page numbers (if beyond one
page) in a header on each page. No electronic
submissions. Entries must be postmarked no
later than July 31, 2002 and mailed to: Mildred
Werba Poetry Contest 2002 c/o Baltimore
Writers= Alliance, P.O.Box 410 Riderwood,
MD 21139.
Each entry must be accompanied by a
check made payable to BWA for he
submission fee: $10.00 for BWA Members,
$15 for non-members. Send a SASE for

notification of the winners. Manuscripts will
not be returned.
“Lyndie Vantine & Grant A. Anderson,
Drawings, Paintings & Sculpture” will” be the
show at the Resurgam Gallery, 910 South
Charles St, Baltimore from May 30 to June 23rd .
The show opens June 1 6 to 9 p.m.
Schedule of Upcoming Theatrical Events
in the Baltimore Area—courtesy of Shirley
Bell:
The Mobtown Players, in association
with Sons of Patterson Park, will present a
high energy updated version of Shakespeare=s
A Midsummer Night=s Dream. Director Ryan
Whinnem guides n ensemble cast which will
perform in a wooded area near the Patterson
Park casino. Outdoor performances are
scheduled on Thursdays through Sundays
at 8 p.m. from May 9 to May 19, 2002. Tickets
are $10, $8 for seniors and students. Call (410)
467-3057 for reservations.
The Vagabond Players, America=s oldest
continuous “little theater,” continues their
86th season with London Suite by Neil Simon
from May 2 to May 19.
From June 7 to July 7 the Vagabond
Players will present Alan Bennett=s madcap
British comedy Habeas Corpus. Patrick
Martin will direct this merry tour de force a la
Feydeau and Benny Hill.
Performances for these productions are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays
at 2 p.m. at the Vagabond Theatre, 806 S.
Broadway. There is an extra 7 p.m. show on
Sunday May 12 and on Sunday June 30.
Tickets are $12 general admission, $10 for
seniors over 63 and fulltime students. Call

(410) 563-9135 for reservations.
From May 3 to May 26, 2002, the Arena
Players, 801 McCulloh Street, will present a
musical revue, Bits of Broadway, which
documents a century of Black Musical Theatre
from Treemonisha to Bring in Da Noise
highlighting memorable black performers,
composers, and lyricists from 1919 to 1999.
Performances are Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 4 p.m. Tickets are $15
general admission, $10 for seniors and
students. Call (410) 728-6500 for reservations
(Note—musicals sell out quickly, so
reservations are recommended.
It is still possible to see Pippin in the
Theatre Outback at Howard Community
College. The musical runs May 3, 4, 5 & 10, 11,
12 (Fri/Sat 8 p.m., Sun 3 p.m.). For reservations
and more information call (410) 772-4900.
 The Olney Theatre Center is in the midst
of running Donald Margulies @ Collected
Stories . The play runs to May 19. Collected
Stories examines the relationship between a
renowned writing professor and her student.
Gradually, the mentorship evolves into a deep
friendship and these two writers—one
established, one aspiring—begin to share
their lives with one another. As the play
progresses, the separation between teacher
and protégé, between public and private lives,
becomes increasingly blurred, spiraling the
two into a web of deception and betrayal.
The Olney Theatre is located at 2001 OlneySandy Spring Rd in Olney, MD. For the Box
Office call (301) 924-3400. Upcoming
productions include Candida, May 21-June
23; The Laramie Project, July 9-Aug 11; Coffee
With Richelieu , Aug 20-Sept 22; Driving
Miss Daisy, Oct 1-Nov 3; The Secret Garden,
Nov 19-Dec 29.
The work of potter Jeri Haas will be on

display at the Potters Guild of Baltimore from
May 11 to May 31, 2002. The Potters Guild is
in the Meadow Mill, Suite 101, 3600 Clipper
Mill Road. For more information about the
Potters Guild, including classes offered, call
(410) 235-4884.
A few notes about upcoming and current
exhibits at the Walters Art Gallery:
 A Magnificent Age: The Walters= 19th
Century Collection opens June 16 in brand
new galleries after more than four years. The
works will be hung in fully refurbished galleries
that trace the major developments in European
and American art. The Walters is in the rare
position of being able to tell the complete
story of 19t h century art, including
romanticism, neoclassicism, realist and genre
painting, exoticism, and Barbizon school
landscapes. Several local collectors have also
made temporary loans to enhance the
exhibition. The reinstallation includes a Grand
Salon, inspired by William Walters= 1884
picture gallery, complete with furnishings
from his home.
Awash with Color: Highlights from the
Watercolor Collection (June 16-October 27).
As part of the reopening, the museum also
presents this special exhibition of 20 works.
Artists represented include Americans John
Singer Sargent and Thomas Sully; French
painters Corot and Daumier; and Spanish
artists Mariano Fortuny and Martin Rico.
Japanese Print Exhibitions: Because of
their fragile nature, beautiful Japanese prints
in the Walters= collection are rotated quarterly
in small, thematically organized exhibitions.
The Japanese print room is located in
Hackerman House, the 19th century mansion
that houses the Walters= Asian art collection.
Hirosada and Friends (Through July

Cont. on page 8

I Hear America Singing
Elegy
Chased by leaves, from gold
and red trees that turned too quickly
to snow of leaves torn
and fluttering from desks and files,
evening comes down as swiftly
as steel.
The gray that always
settles into winter background
is ankle-high dust.
Heroes move into the shadows
– and from the shadows. Call them
by name, and courage answers.
People hurry along each street
wondering which fear will catch
up with them.
No one needs to shut his eyes
to visualize the worse. That vision
is always there now. But what
should we think? What say?
Rosemary Klein
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14). These woodblock prints by Hirosada, the
leading printmaker in Osaka in the mid-19th
century, and other artists all come from a
single album of actor portraits collected by a
KabukiNNOUNCEMENTS
theater fan of the time.
 Kuniyoshi and Sadahide (July 17October 20). Kuniyoshi and Sadahide were
two 19th century printmakers who were adept
at creating innovative compositions in three
of the major genres of Japanese prints:
landscapes, Kabuki theater actors, and
legendary warriors.
A few logistics about the Walters: The
museum is open Tuesday through Sunday 10
a.m.-5 p.m., and on the first Thursday of every
month 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Closed on Mondays.
Adults $8; senior citizens $6; young adults(1825) $5; children under 17 free, museum
members free. Free admission from 10 a.m.-1
p.m. on Saturdays and all day on the first
Thursday of the month. Prices are subject to
change & may vary with special exhibitions..
For more information call (410) 547-9000.
On Thursday May 16, the Ottobar at
2549 N. Howard Street will host a benefit for
LINK: A Critical Journal on the Arts in
Baltimore and the World. The Ottobar benefit
is presented in support of LINK #8, Codex,
which is slated for release in Fall 2002. Codex
examines the book as an object in the digital
era. How does a portable, page-numbered,
random-access octavo influence the way we
think, the way we write, and the way we
perceive ourselves? The editors of LINK look
at the seductiveness of the book, its place as
the seat of the critical impulse, and its effect
on authorship, narrative and the arts.
The Benefit at the Ottobar features a
number of musical acts including Practice
Finger; Cutter/Hammer who do polyrhythmic
rock improv; Monad that does
improvisational, psychedelic journeys,
featuring experimental musicians John Berndt
and Tom Boram; The Long Drive Home.
Admission is $10, $7 with student ID. Check
out www.ottobar.com and/or call (410) 6620069.
The School 33 Gallery spaces will be
filled as follows for May 11 to June 8, 2002:
Gallery I will feature paintings by Kathryn
Henneberry and Mixed Media Works by Edda
Jakab. These 2 artists whose minimal approach
and rich yet selective color range unite their
interest in the abstract image. Jakab =s new
work offers meditations on the often unseen
processes of nature and the possibilities for
mood and metaphor contained therein,
resulting in images rich in illusion and nuance.
Henneberry=s reductive color palette allows
her to focus on experimental mark-making
tools and collage techniques, and to create
paintings that are elegant in tone and
composition.
Gallery II features paintings by Nora
Sturges. Ms Sturges states that her paintings
focus on A....finding a pictorial space which
resembles the feeling of space in my mind =s
eye, with its simultaneous understanding of
images, times, places... @ An admirer of
symbolic story-telling throughout art history,
Sturges constructs a narrative in each work,
replete with historical references and enriched
by an infusion of select detail. Rendered in
small format, oil and acrylic on panel, each
work invites the viewer to enter the painting
as a point of contemplation, exploration and
reflection.
“Between Ground And Sky” by Sherri
Chambers will be on view in School 33’s
Installation Space. This work investigates
memory and location, and the way memories

A
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of place and experience are stored and
reordered to become part of one=s existence.
The mixed-media installation recreates a
territory of the mind=s eye, fusing what is seen
with what is remembered. It prompts questions
about the endurance of the remembered image
and the complicated origins of the image=s
inception.
School 33 is located at 1427 Light Street in
South Baltimore, 8 blocks south of the Inner
Harbor. Gallery hours are 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Tues
thru Sat. For more info call (410) 396-4641.
The Mayor=s Award Of Literary
Excellence. The state=s premier celebration
of the literary arts, the Baltimore Book Festival,
is launching its first annual contest of the
literary arts. The contest is open to all authors
for a book whose subject matter must
celebrate, describe or otherwise have a strong
connection to the city of Baltimore. Works of
fiction, non-fiction and poetry are eligible.
Publishers or authors must submit (3) nonreturnable copies of their book or galley,
along with a brief biography and letter of
introduction, by August 15, 2002. Send
materials to: April Pardoe, Director, Baltimore
Book Festival, Baltimore Office of Promotion
& The Arts, 7 East Redwood Street, Suite 500,
Baltimore, MD 21202.
Representatives of Bookwise Associates
will select the judges. All entrants must be
committed to appearing at the Book Festival
(September 27-29, 2002) to accept their award,
read from their work and sign books if selected.
There is one award, with a grand prize of
$1,000. Honorable mentions may be selected
if deemed necessary by the judges. For more
information contact Gregg Wilhelm, Bookwise
Associates at (410) 261-5593/email—
greggwilhelm@juno.com.
The Big Show sponsored by the Creative
Alliance will open Tuesday May 7 and run to
June 15.AThe Big Show@ is one of the premier
art events in Baltimore. On opening night on
May 7 there will be an evening reception at the
Creative Alliance from 7-10 p.m. The other
exhibit-spaces will host their openings from
5-8 p.m. This year there will be several exciting
new venues for the display of the art—
Baltimore Exchange Company, the Baltimore
Tattoo Museum, Saints & Sinners and the
Wireman Gallery; they will join the Fells Point
Corner Theater, Funk=s Democratic Coffee
Spot, Minas, Unicorn Gallery and the gallery
at the Creative Alliance on 413 South Conkling
Street. AThe Big Show @ is an art community
event and should be seen by anyone
interested in what is going on in Baltimore.
 Issue #2 of Manifest Magazine is out. It
is a spitsy, funky, sassy somewhat political
and serious manifestation of Generation X
sensibility. It is worth reading to get a voice
not contained in the main stream publications
like the Baltimore Sun and that granddaddy
of alternative voices in Baltimore, the City
Paper. The photography and artwork in
Manifest is its strength. The writing is
sometimes direct, sometimes a little
conventionally left-wing. If the intended
audience is its generation=s choir, then that is
sufficient. If it wants to reach a larger audience
AND influence opinion, it has to make strong
arguments for why it=s view is right. Some
people will never be won over, but if the
magazine=s political and social views are
correct, then stronger rational writing is
necessary to win converts.
The magazine is evolving. This is only the
second issue. Hopefully it will appear
regularly. It will be interesting to see what
direction it takes and how it gets there.

SpotLite, cont. from page 6
forms of fiction, is that each story must have
one splendid, staggering, shuddering,
speculative element that induces awe and
wonder. It could be a new device or invention
as in H.G. Wells’s Time Machine (1895). It
could be extraterrestrial contact with another
society or civilization as in Robert Heinlein’s
Stranger in a Strange Land (1961). It could be
an aberration in history as in Philip K. Dick’s
The Man in the High Castle (1962) or a
breakthrough in technology or human
behavior as in Daniel Keyes’s “Flowers for
Algernon” (1959). At the heart of all good
science fiction stories is a good story that is
then followed by speculation about man and
how the changes in science or technology or
the universe will affect the mystery of what
makes us human.
The gadgets of science and technology as
well as the many other conventions that form
the foundation of science fiction provide
verisimilitude in good science fiction stories.
Robots and spaceships, aliens and time
machines are merely the tools that a science
fiction writer employs to create the other
worlds and other places of his story, and
should never take the place of a well-crafted
narrative. The most common misconception
that I often hear, especially around a
university, is that science fiction is an
adolescent art-form because it deals with the
fancies and fantasies of children. Many
academics quickly dismiss science fiction as
somehow less than literary because SF writers
lack the literary talent to write anything
“meaningful” and mainstream. They decry
that it’s somehow “easier” to create stories
set in faraway universes with strange
characters and even stranger plots than to
write about real people in real-life situations.
These disparaging remarks often come from
those who know very little about the genre of
science fiction. They’ve watched an episode
or two of “Star Trek” or “The X-Files,” or have
even taken their children to see “Star Wars,”
and they think that science fiction is all about
spaceships and ray guns, weird aliens and
cute robots. But they are simply clueless
about the vast difference between
Hollywood’s fast-food notion of sci-fi and
the much more refined literary work of science
fiction. The gadgets of science and
technology are like special effects; when they
are employed by a masterful science fiction
writer to create texture and background for a
story, the spaceships and ray guns and robots
help us to suspend our disbelief. The unnamed
narrator in H.G. Wells’s 1895 novel relies on
a time machine to visit the world of the gentle
Eloi and the bestial Morlocks eight hundred
thousand years in the future, but the story is
really about his visit, not the gadget itself.
When the gadgets of science and technology
become the story itself, or are employed to
hide a weak story, or exist solely for the “geewhiz” factor, then science fiction has failed as
a literary form; it has become sci-fi.
Good science fiction is all about creating
meaningful metaphors and allegories that are
reflections and revelations of the world in
which we live. Not only must a science fiction
writer have a mastery of science and
technology, but he should also know
something about the world, including politics,
sociology, history, and human behavior, and
how to suggest analogies between them. For
example, Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War
(1974) was the first novel in any genre that
dealt with the problems Vietnam veterans
faced in reconnecting with the world to which

they had returned. At the time, no one wanted
to talk about those issues, much less publish
a story by an angry Vietnam vet. Vietnam was
something everyone wanted to forget.
Groundbreaking films like “Apocalypse Now”
(1979) and “Platoon” (1986) were still years
away from being made. So, Haldeman created
an allegory set in the future about soldiers
returning from an interstellar war; since
hundreds of years had passed in the journey
there and back (in terms of Einstein’s theory
of relativity), they were returning to a world
quite different from the one that they had left
behind, and quite simply, found it difficult to
fit back into their normal civilian lives. The
story was clearly about Vietnam veterans, but
because he had created a meaningful metaphor,
his novel was a runaway success, and earned
the Hugo Award for Best Novel that year.
Science fiction is prophetic vision and
extrapolation…told in the form of speculative
fiction…that searches to define man and his
place in the cosmos…by considering the
impact of future ideas and inventions, new
sociological, psychological or political
changes and their consequences…and the
larger mysteries of what it means to be
human…through splendid, staggering
metaphors that induce awe and wonder. Good
science fiction stories not only make us think,
but become part of our soul and are with us the
rest of our lives. Fahrenheit 451, Dune,
Stranger in a Strange Land, Ringworld, Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? and many
other stories like them defined an entire
generation, and continue to influence us today
with their far-reaching, thought-provoking
metaphors about what it means to be human
JOHN FLYNN

The Blackbird Project
I write because I have so little faith in
words. Words are so mortal, so small and very
common, how can we possibly find divinity in
writing, divinity that is often breathtakingly
obvious in music and fine art and dance? How
can we build castles with just this mud?
Whatever or whomever our “God” may be,
there is some desire to connect with the
divine through art—the language that
transcends our mortal tongue. We want to
touch souls, to connect with or become a part
of the collective unconscious, we seek
immortality through our art. We seek the
extraordinary. But we writers do it the most
ordinary tools. Horrible words.
This is what struck me as I recently read
a volume of poetry by Wallace Stevens. He
stabs the page with language, substituting
French or German or nonsense words where
the ordinary language will not do. He implores
his reader to experience his poems beyond
simply reading them. We are forced to live in
the world of Stevens as we read, to come barebreast against his raging desire to sing into
eternity. The most amazing thing about
Stevens is that he achieves this goal. He
moves me to tears with the vibrant desire in
his words.
So as I read (again, again, again) “13 Ways
of Looking at a Blackbird” I thought that if I
had the time, I would love to paint 13 panels
of representation of this rich poem. Such a
mystery on the page (“About death!” some
say, “About life!” do others), I wonder what
might become of it if it spilled into the tangible
world? I enlisted 15 people to perform the
experiment. Those gracious artists are (in
order of stanza): Phil and Mary Lou Grout,

Continued on page 11

Once upon a time there was a man named
Frank. He had a wife, children and a little family
restaurant called “Our Smile.” As time passed,
more gray hairs appeared on his head and a
great fatigue would often overcome him. His
children were growing up; his wife was aging;
and the restaurant was becoming ever more
unprofitable. Finally, the day came when there
was just not enough money—not even for
simple needs. With each new day their dreams
of an unclouded old age and their hopes for
children’s education became more unreal.
Frank bought the finest food for the restaurant, and his exquisite dishes were served in
bountiful portions. Yet, Frank had hardly any
customers. Who could say whether this was
because of poor, inconspicuous location on
wide Hope Street or because Frank was just a
natural failure. He did everything he could
think of to attract people. It wasn’t for the first
time that he had redecorated his small restaurant and replaced the sign with another. Nothing had helped. “It’s too fancy, everyone will
think the prices are too high,” his friends said
when he dressed the tables in snow-whites
linen and napkins with fine patterns and placed
exotic plants in the comers of the room. “It’s
too primitive now, unfashionable,” they
opined after he changed the decor to a homier
and cozier style. He even tried to change his
demeanor toward his clients. However, when
he was hospitable and solicitous his guests
frowned and complained of a lack of privacy
and when he tried to be a little more aloof and
proper they felt that the place seemed cold and
lifeless. And when he simply acted in a natural
manner he would sometimes shudder at the
raised voices proclaiming, “There is no attention in this place!”
His situation became increasingly painful.
Our character began to despair. Suddenly he
saw with horror that he had wasted his life
fussing over unimportant things, and felt
ashamed of himself, of his poor life. He felt
helpless and unable to go anymore.
Then one frosty winter evening he heard a
knock on the door. After a minute or so the
“closed” sign hanging on the door shook.
Outside the icy winter wind howled and there,
on the threshold, an old mendicant appeared.
This hoary pilgrim was tall and had a strange
air about him. Snow covered his enormous
beard, moustache and flowing hair. He wore
the kind of long unbleached linen that no one
wears any more. In his hand he held a tall staff
glistening with ice. On the tired, weatherbeaten face beneath thick bettle-brows his
dark blue eyes shone with a kind light. Frank
let him in and hastened to close the door. The
mendicant introduced himself with a strange,
foreign name which Frank did not understand
at first. He asked him to repeat it, but the
combination of unusual sounds seemed to
strike his ear in disorder, allowing no familiar
pattern to enter his head. Frank understood
from their short conversation that the mendicant had arrived in their city by chance and
now, worn out from the journey and the storm,
he sought shelter for the night. Where he
going, and for what, the stranger refused to
tell. The wind was becoming stronger and
stronger, and had already broken all the
streetlights. Night swallowed the city. Frank
welcomed the old man to stay in his home.
“For your kindness I will pay in full,” the
mendicant said.
“Oh, don’t bother yourself with it. Who
wouldn’t be happy to provide shelter in such
a storm. Please, be my guest,” Frank heard
himself say mechanically as. he noticed a wide
crack in the wall over the fireplace.
It was late, and his wife and children were

The Advice
A Fairy Tale for Adults
by

Igor Zaitsev
asleep in the small apartment they rented
above the restaurant. Frank warmed up the
roasted meat, opened a bottle of good homemade wine, and placed it in front of his guest
who had seated himself on the sofa before the
fire. Although the snow had melted from his
hair, the color of it remained bright white. A
light steam drifted from his staff standing in a
comer by the fire. The old man ate his dinner
slowly without saying a word. At first Frank
tried to make conversation, but soon realized
that his guest needed some quiet. He fell silent
and even dozed off in the armchair. But he did
not sleep for long. The striking of a clock woke
him. It was a midnight.
“May I?” The mendicant asked taking out
a big dark pipe.
Whenever Frank absently waved his hand,
fragrant clouds would float about room. The
smell of it was strange, unlike the aroma of
regular tobacco. From the pipe came the smell
of forest flowers and berries.
“Tell me, what do you worry about, most of
all?” The old man asked, staring intently at
Frank’s face.
“What worries me? Why do you ask what
worries me?” Frank repeated sarcastically.
And suddenly tears filled his eyes. At first he
was taken back. Bewildered and embarrassed
he tried to wipe them away but it was already
too late to stop. It seemed as if fate had decided
to play another bad joke on him—to humiliate
him like this in front of a stranger. He never
allowed himself to lose control. He always
kept a firm grip on himself. And now, disgracefully, these damn tears. It was impossible to
stop them. Aware that he had no strength left,
he could fight it no longer and gave in. Searching for an excuse to camouflage his sudden
weakness, he told the mendicant about all his
problems. And the mendicant listened attentively.
“So,” he said at last, “I can help you. And
if you take my advice your restaurant will
flourish and you will never again know what
need is.” The mendicant drew deeply on his
pipe and continued. “Go to a glassblower and
order a round vessel of the most delicate and
gentle glass. It should hold about thirty liters.
Fill it with forest water drawn from a pure
spring at dawn. Put this vessel in the middle of
the restaurant’s kitchen. It will not be easy to
keep it from breaking, but the success you
desire will not come without a special kind of
effort. And while this vessel remains intact,
good luck will be yours and success will
crown your business. But remember: this vessel must not break!”
“So, and you make fun of me! You think you
have found a crackpot! Telling me such
baloney... There are no miracles!” Frank exclaimed.
“I have no need to make fun of you, I am too

old for evil jokes. You were generous and
hospitable to me and in return I gave you my
best advice. Trust my gray hair and my wrinkles.
But about miracles you are right. Miracles
happen less and less in this world and perhaps
one day they will disappear altogether. People
will annihilate them with their lack of faith.
They don’t respect them.”
The mendicant did not look crazy. Frank
was very tired after his long, hard day and did
not want to argue with the old man. He walked
the guest to the upper room, made a bed,
wished him a good night’s sleep and retired
with the hope of falling into a deep sleep him
self. But as soon as he lay down thoughts
about the stranger began to torture him. He
tried to understand the meaning of what he
had heard, and soon began to despair of ever
understanding the meaning of the mendicant’s
words. He tried to recall his name. He tried to
figure out where he could have come from and
for what reason he had appeared. Eventually
Frank became angry with his unexpected visitor and his taciturnity and all of his mysteriousness which he now saw as an insult and,
even worse, as derision. With all these
thoughts spinning in his head, he tossed and
turned from one side to the other until the
clock struck seven.
Frank got up, happy that his sleepless
night had finally ended. He took a shower, had
a cup of strong coffee and then knocked on the
door behind which he had left the old mendicant. There was no answer. He tried again.
There was still no answer...
“So, I have to wait some more,” Frank
thought.
He heard his wife and children stirring and
hurried to tell them about their strange guest.
With a dismissive wave of her hand his wife
reproached him for his imprudent and dangerous trustfulness. The children, however,
showed more interest in the words a:and appearance of the visitor. It was almost nine
o’clock now and Frank was annoyed with
himself for not having asked the guest at what
time he wished to get up. Finally, it was getting
late and Frank knocked again. Without waiting for an answer, and encouraged by the
force of the inquisitive eyes of his wife and
children behind him, he slowly opened the
door a little to look around the room. What a
surprise when hediscovered that nobody was
inside, the bedclothes apparently untouched.
At first, his wife scurried around to see if
something was missing from the house. The
children looked at their father and, with disappointment, shrugged their shoulders. Suddenly a frightful idea came into the head of
Frank’s wife. She stopped taking inventory of
their modest property and approached the
couch where Frank sat with hishead in his
hands.

“Frank, are you OK?” she asked in a mistrustful voice.
“I don’t know, I don’t know, Elizabeth,” he
answered sadly. “ Maybe it was just a dream.”
“Wait. But what about the sheets—were
you walking around the house asleep?!” Elizabeth asked.
“Mother! Father!” the children suddenly
shrieked, “Come here!”
Frank and Elizabeth went down to the
restaurant. On the table before the fireplace
stood an open bottle of wine, a perfectly clean
wineglass and a plate of chilled roasted meat.
Everything was absolutely untouched. The
wife drew a deep breath.
“Today is Monday... There will be only a
few clients... You can do without me for a
while. It is only Monday, after all...” Frank
said, “I’ll be back later.”
“Where do you think you’re going? You’re
not going anywhere!” the wife said.
“Wait a minute!” she implored, running out
door after him in her slippers. He pulled on his
coat as he sped up to the street leaving his
screaming wife behind. It was a sunny day,
unpleasantly bright. The slushy snow stuck
to his shoes. Plump Elizabeth continued her
frantic pursuit despite having lost a slipper,
but after falling negligee-clad into the snow
she gave up the chase and returned home
shivering.
Frank continued running up the street until,
at last, he reached the glassblower’s workshop. There he ordered a round vessel as the
old mendicant had required: a thirty liter vessel of delicate and gentle glass.
“Well, if you want a round aquarium, that’s
what you should ask for! Don’t worry, we will
make it for you from the strongest, most durable glass,” the glassblower promised with
pride.
“No! I don’t need an aquarium; I need a
vessel! A round vessel, I am telling you! From
the most delicate and gentle glass!”
“You want a vessel, you will have a vessel.
The delicate and gentle... We will make it.”
“Only, please, from the best glass.”
“Yes, the best,” the glassblower said.
“Do your best, please. Although I am in a
hurry to get it I don’t want to rush you. When
may I come for it?” Frank asked.
“Well, come in a week.”
“Good-bye!”
“Good-bye!”
He left with a feeling of having performed
an important duty. Only now did he feel
fatigued from the unexpected run. Steam of
sweat rolled down his body and off his clothes,
pasting his hair to his forehead, sensitive to
the light wind. He wrapped his coat around
him and rambled down the street toward home.
At the steps he tripped over his wife’s slipper,
swollen from the half-melted snow. This lonely
reminder of home, helpless in the indifferent
world of stony streets and dying snow, aroused
a sudden compassion in his heart. He shook
the damp snow from it, opened the door and
entered the house. He heard the silence of his
children and the crying of his wife. There was
nothing to do but wait. The long week started.
He lost his appetite, was quiet but frowned
rarely. Toward his wife some romantic softness appeared. He promised her that soon
everything would change for the better and
they would avoid bankruptcy. However, he
had no reasonable new ideas. He went on
muttering to himself as usual: “We just need
to wait... Just a little... Believe me, just wait...”
The following Monday he solemnly
brought the vessel made of the delicate and
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Society’s Page
Baltimore, where Dr. Gary Blankenburg “opened
the door a little bit to the Baltimore community
where [Barnes] had no contacts” by publishing
The literary arts could use your help at this his work in the Towson Times.
Barnes is an active participant in the poetry
year ’s ArtScape. Between 6 PM and 9 pm on
Friday July 26, 11 AM and 9 PM on Saturday community, attending readings and workshops
July 27, and 11 AM and 9 PM on Sunday July that he often finds in City Paper. Doing so he
28, any time that you could give us to help at our feels is important. “If you want to get stuff
Society booth or at the readings and workshops published,” he says, “you need to have a
we’ll be sponsoring in the tent would be most relationship. It’s a poetry community .” Taking
apppreciated. Please e-mail Barbara Simon at classes with Don Richardson at Anne Arundel
masimon@umbc.edu or call her at 410-747-0594 Community College and attending the St. Mary’s
Festival, Barnes found, helped him hone his craft
to join our crew.
On Friday evening in the Literary Arts Tent, and develop his voice as well as publish in the
the fiction writers who just received awards from Christian Science Monitor and the Patterson
the Maryland State Arts Council will read from Review.
In 1990, Barnes formed the North County
their work. Among those participating will be our
own Barbara Simon and Lalita Noronha, who Writers Group, which had about 10 active, regular
hosts a monthly poetry workshop for Baltimore members who met once a month. Under his
Writers’Alliance and who received an ArtScape direction, the group published a broadside titled
Pebbles In The Stream. Barnes, who was
fiction award.
Saturday in the Literary Arts Tent, Maryland active in the group until 1998, was “amazed at
State Poetry & Literary Society will sponsor Blair the diversity” of the poems in the broadside.
Maryland State Poetry & Literary Society
Ewing, who at 3 PM will present a workshop on
“Poetry & Politics: Speaking Truth (and Beauty) welcomes Dennis Barnes.
—Rosemary Klein
to Power” and will read from and sign his new
book And To The Republic (Argonne House
Press, 111 pages, $14.95) and Reginald Harris, Bosnian Poet Reads to UMBC Audience
who, at 7:30 PM, will read from his new book
Ten Tongues (Three Conditions Press). Harris’s
Reading his work before a packed house at
reading will be followed by a “Hip Hop Slam”
UMBC on February 27, Bosnian poet Mario
sponsored by Sibanye Books. Four separate
Susko breathed into life for his audience the
author readings, sponsored by Sibanye and the
figurative three-way tug-of-war among mortality,
Baltimore Office of Promotion and the Arts, are
banality, and hilarity that is the essence of dayalso scheduled for Saturday.
to-day life in a war zone that happens to be your
Sunday in the Literary Arts Tent, Maryland
home.
State Poetry & Literary Society will host a noon
Susko left Bosnia in 1993 after being
reading featuring the poets published in the third
wounded in a mortar attack. At UMBC, he read
Poets Ink broadside, a 3 PM workshop on
mainly from his most recent book, entitled The
writing children’s poetry presented by MiMi
Life After (2001). Other publications include
Zannino, and a 7:30 PM “Teen Slam.” Again, four
Mothers, Shoes, and Other Mortal Songs
separate author readings, sponsored by Sibanye
(1998), Versus Exsul (1999), and Madri,
and the Baltimore Office of Promotion and the
Scarpe, ed Alter Canzoni Mortali (2000).
Arts, are slated to round out Sunday’s offerings.
There is an underlying spirituality to all of
—Rosemary Klein
Susko’s irreverent rumination: first erections are
given as much deference as transfigurations, and
Barnes Follows Burgess As Editor
the love letters and armor-piercing rounds he
alternately fires off at Catholicism reveal just how
Poets Ink will soon appear in its third edition.
deep an influence that faith, with both its promises
This broadside has been ably and handsomely
and its warts, had and continues to have on his
edited by Hugh Burgess, who came up with the
work.
creative idea to hold workshops, followed by the
Listening to Susko hold forth brought back
publication of Poets Ink and readings.
one particular memory I had forgotten about my
Now Dennis Barnes will become editor of
own experience in Bosnia, how in 1997, before
Poets Ink . Barnes, the father of two boys, an
outdoor soccer coach, and an engineer, began
“Society’s Page” is brought to you by
writing poems when he was a sophomore at Penn
the
Maryland
State Poetry and Literary Society
State. When he moved to St. Louis, he published
several poems and started the North County under the auspices of The Lite Circle, Inc. with
special thanks to Alan C. Reese
Writers Group. Then in 1987, he moved to
Literar y Arts At Ar tScape 2002 - Will You
Help Out?
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my airwing was deployed to fly patrols in that
country, the U.N. required us to pass a test
demonstrating our ability to differentiate among
the aircraft and troop formations of the various
factions operating in the region. Nearly all of
the pilots and personnel failed, and in the end,
we were virtually spoon fed the test answers
so we could fly our missions. This ingrained
confusion, the never knowing for sure whowas-who and if and why they might want to kill
you, is at the core of what Susko so expertly
captures.
As was the case with Vietnam, as time
passes and as dust and artillery settle, the world
seems ready to undertake a cultural and
historical examination of the Balkan conflict.
War crime tribunals have been convened, and
the first major movies about the war (Hotel
Sarejevo, Harrison’s Flowers ) have been
released. As for literary examination of what
transpired in the Balkans, Mario Susko holds a
solid place at the center of emerging work.
—Laura Bajor



PLOWING ON A FRIDAY NIGHT
(for Roland Flint)
It’s so unfair working tonight
inside this auditorium
filled with Irish music.
The flute teases my ears,
but after reading a note
in tonight’s program thanking
the late potato farmer,
I tend this crop in silence.
The word “late” has driven me
into the field beyond fields
where my plow slices through
the roots that bind us.
My wife taps her foot
urging me to come
back in and play,
but I push further on.
Last summer when
he looked so fit,
I thought he would reap
at least three more harvests,
but his cancer rotted
from the inside out,
and what I could not see
was already gone.
I plant these few words
in my parched field
to remember, and
at the same time, forget
my fellow farmer.
Only at the bottom of this page
can pen be removed
and the growing resume.
—Dennis Barnes

Lite Reading:
B OOK REVIEWS
Something Smells Funky And Other
Knothead Rhymes.Fred H. Powell. $2. SelfPublished. 1999, 2001. Available on order
from author (fatleopard101@aol.com).
This book of rhymes for children needs a
far broader audience than it’s gotten to date,
Baltimore. I bought this xeroxed-and-stapled,
black-and-white letter-sized book from the
author at the Maryland Poetry Festival and
carried it around in my purse for two weeks.
People who saw it during those two weeks in
locales as diverse (or not) as the District of
Columbia, Columbia (MD), and Grand Rapids
(MI) found it hilarious. The title story, Fred
Powell’s account of one girl’s search for the
source of an inexplicable stench in her home,
is amusingly illustrated and jauntily told. The
scowling narrator brings to mind the kids from
this reviewer’s favorite cartoon strip, “The
Boondocks” (probably a function of a
commonanime influence in the two authors’
work). Two of the other, shorter selections in
the book, “Something Smelly” and “Hear My
Rap (Little Rapper)” are similarly fresh and
appealing. In short, Something Smells Funky
is a real hoot, and I do believe that someone
could make decent money publishing this in
a bound edition with color illustrations and a
little judicious copyediting.
The Wails of Palm Trees. Poetry and Other
Writings. Rupel E. Marshall, Sr. American
Literary Press. 1999. Available on order from
author (6 E. Lake Avenue, Baltimore, MD
21212) for $8.95 plus $2.50 shipping and
handling.
Two themes dominate this slim volume of
poems by Liberian refugee author Rupel
Marshall: the pain of being torn away from a
beloved homeland and the ensuing struggle
to rebuild an identity in a new society.
Photographs and a glossary make the book
more accessible to readers (like this reviewer)
who are not knowledgeable about Liberian
culture, customs, or refugee life. Poems like
“Refugee” and “I’ll Cry Again” capture some
of the drudgery of the refugee experience and
the heartbreak of separation from loved ones.
Other works, notably “Between A Rock and
No Place” and “Introduction of the Rev. J.
Samuel Reeves,” transform the author’s
speeches in his capacity as a Liberian local
government official and as a leader in the
Liberian refugee community into poetic
documentation of a people’s trials and hopes.
Marshall’s poems also serve to recreate lost
ancestors for his children (“The Portrait of a
Blessed Woman” and “Daddy Was A
Barefoot Doctor”) and express wishes for a
new generation (“Simone”). The Wails of
Palm Trees is a simple yet deeply moving look
at humanity’s survival in inhumane
circumstances.
Extended Family. Poems by Hilbert Turner, Jr.
$8. Gitana Press. 2001. Available on order
from author (hhtjr@juno.com).
Turner closes his first chapbook with a
poem entitled “Gratitude Prayer,” and it seems
like a fitting end to a work that pays tribute to
the author’s family, friends, lovers (past and
present), and historical heroes (as well as
their oppressors). Poems like “Two Baby

Pictures” and “Overheard on a Sunday’
capture the beauty in family photographs and
relations, while others (like the title poem and
“My Other Name is Fred”) reflect the familylike intimacy that can exist even between
complete strangers. His love poems run the
gamut from celebrations of physicality (“Burnt
Chicken,” “The First Time”) to reflections on
the nature and meaning of love (“The Fall”)
and its end (“Up In The Attic”). The two most
overtly political poems in the collection are
not among the strongest (“Black Rainbow”
has some rhyme-scheme issues, while
“Homage” is a better speech than it is a poem),
but they set a tone which makes the political
message of other poems (“A While Ago” and
“Haiku 1391”) all the keener. In this reviewer’s
opinion, Extended Family would make
somebody a fine wedding/engagement/family
occasion kind of present. (Note to Hilbert: we
can discuss my commission at the next staff
meeting.)

Story, cont. from page 8
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Linda Joy Burke, Mira Foote, Sam and Virginia
Schmidt, Kim Roberts, Emery Pajer, Felicia
Morgenstern, Rina Chios, Maren Aukerman,
Gary Blankenburg, Christina Collins-Smith,
Dan Francis, David Kriebel.
Only three of these participants have any
formal of education in fine arts. The task was
daunting to many of them, most of them
language artists, but they each did such an
amazing job. Each participant took their
assigned stanza and listened carefully to it.
They each honored Stevens’s intention and
vision by creating the complement to the
words, the ladder by which the words would
reach God’s ear. Christina Collins-Smith
(Stanza 11) was so intrigued about what had
become known as The Blackbird Project, that
she invited the project to be the focus of
OneTree Production’s annual fund raising
event.
The gala evening was hosted by Drs. Pam
Zappardino and Charles Collyer in their huge
and gorgeous Victorian home in the tiny
hamlet of Uniontown. In attendance were the
most extraordinary people - artists of all kinds,
politicians, educators—and the event was an
artistic feast. The participants read their
stanzas and it formed a prayer. The evening
was a gift to all in attendance. We were all
reminded, as artists, as people with such a
great desire and talent to enrich our own lives
(and enrich what it means to be alive) of our
inherent responsibility to tap our greatness
and to help each other achieve our artistic
purpose. I am so proud to be part of a vibrant
art community, so lucky to have friends who
will humor me in my philosophical whims, and
so grateful to have something to add, however
clumsy, to the art of writing. Amen.
BARBARA DECESARE

River of
Stars

gentle glass into the house. At this moment
his wife fretted about her husband’s stability
and worried about the children’s future. She
could not have imagined a worse predicament. “In a week the restaurant will be sealed,
and one week later we will probably be out on
the street,” she feared while Frank glowed like
the glass sphere he had placed in the middle
of the kitchen.
“We’ll follow to the letter everything our
dear guest advised,” Frank declared. “I believe in our success, and no one, do you hear
me? No one shall break this glass. No one!” He
threatened his wife whom he had to stop from
smashing the vessel with the frying pan she
wielded above it.
The next day, after seeking a spring in a
forest of singing birds, he returned home with
the pure spring water, filled the vessel and sat
down with a cup of coffee to wait for miracles.
Miracles were not in a hurry.
Slowly time passed, and still there were few
customers. Occasionally, a chance stranger
drifted in for a cup of tea to go. A festively
dressed woman dropped in to ask where she
could find the post office, and by day’s end his
daughter had served only a few more people.
Another day came. The morning was a little
busier then usual. At lunch they could have
used more help. At dinnertime an entire troop
of actors stopped in for a lavish and noisy
feast and Elizabeth was kept busy for hours
afterward cleaning the dishes. Each day
brought more and more guests, and in the
evening Elizabeth counted the profits with
tears of happiness and relief in her eyes. They
worked very hard from early morning until late
at night. After a week they hired a destitute
relative to help out; a month later they needed
professional cooks. Yet, despite all the activity, everyone took care not to disturb the
vessel of delicate and gentle glass sitting in
the middle of the kitchen.
The popularity of “Our Smile” grew with
incomprehensible speed. Although people
stood in lines to get in, not one of them could
see the new acquisition of “Our Smile”—or
even knew about it. Fortunately, a shop next
to restaurant closed and Frank successfully
negotiated a deal to rent it at first and then to
buy it. The restaurant expanded and then
expanded again. The staff of cooks and waiters grew as well, and after a year, having paid
off all their loans, Frank and his wife owned
“Our Smile” outright.
News about “Our Smile” spread beyond
the city limits. The restaurant became famous
for its gracious service and abundant variety
of different delicacies. Even the celebrities
dined here. Tourists came from afar and, because of them, a small city star got richer little
by little and then grew.
The new house that Frank bought filled
with laughter and happiness. And all this
because... And all this because “Our Smile”
got a delicate and gentle heart.
This is the story of “Our Smile” and its
success that came from the advice of an old
pilgrim who appeared from nowhere and there
returned.

RESERVE YOUR
COPY NOW!

Songs of Remembrance
& Renewal

Tune in to the
Morning Sunday Show
Saturdays, 10-11 a.m. on

LINK 7: [codex]. A Critical Journal on the Arts
in Baltimore and the World. $10. Fall 2001.
Available in area independent bookstores.
The reviewer has been an unabashedLINK
groupie since this summer, when she first
encountered the sixth installment of the
Baltimore “thick journal” (see “Meter and
Metaphor” from a few Lites back). Do I
understand what the $%^#@! all of the articles
are talking about? I regret that I do not—that
“Postmodernism and Political Theory” class
girlfriend took was a long, long time ago, and
the only things I remember about it are that all
texts are equal and that Professor Folke Lindahl
looks like a postmodern Brawny Towel Man.
Yum. But I appreciate the journal’s emphasis
on the arts in all their variety, and I admire
LINK for scooping the rest of the area
journalistic establishment on the story of
Henrietta Lacks (to whom LINK #7 is
dedicated). Okay, and the production values
on this journal are positively enviable–great
layout, great graphics, and glossy paper that
smells good. I usually find one or two articles
in each issue that I can read and reread
obsessively, thinking that someday I too
might produce critical insight like this. In
LINK #7, those articles for me are Mojca
Pongercar’s “A Time of Light,” a look at the
author’s grandfather’s and father’s work as
village photographers in rural Slovenia 19181970, and Korie Handwerger’s “The Clone
Collection,” an impressionistic look at the
impact of cloning on the arts (and vice versa).
If you can find a copy of LINK, be sure to give
it a try.
KATE YEMELYANOV

Coming Soon! From Lite
Circle Books

Send your check or money order for
$9.95 plus $2.00 postage and
handling to:
Lite Circle Books/River of Stars
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
Info:www.litecircle.com/books.html

Lite is seeking submissions for an
ongoing web anthology of work related
to the events of 9/11. Fiction, poetry, art,
photos all welcome. Submissions
accepted by mail to: Lite, PO Box 26162,
Baltimore MD 21210; by email to:
crescent@toadmail.com.

The Baltimore Science
Fiction Society Presents

BALTICON 36
Maryland’s Regional Science Fiction
and Fantasy Convention
Memorial Weekend—May 24-27, 2002
Wyndham Inner Harbor Hotel
Single, Double, Triple, Quad Hotel Rates:
$119 +tax/room

Call 1-800-WYNDHAM or (410) 752-1100
FOR RESERVATIONS
Convention Rates : $50 at the door

Artist/Author Guests of Honor:
Phil & Kaja Foglio, Mark E. Rogers
Filk Guests of Honor:
The Boogie Knights
Fan Guest of Honor:
Dr. Yoji Kondo
Costume Guest of Honor:
Carol Salemi
2001 Compton Crook Winner:
Syne Mitchell
Special Musical Guests:
Clam Chowder
Balticon 36
P.O.Box 686, Baltimore, MD 21203-0686
Phone: (410) JOE-BSFS
Email: bsfs@balticon.org
Web: www.balticon.org

WYRE 810 AM
The AM Alternative
Listen for the monthly Lite
literary report!
May/June 2002 Lite
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CALLING

ALL

WRITERS!

S T O P !
You are NOT ALLOWED to put down this magazine without reading about Lite’s 2001

Poetry & Short Fiction Contest
Winners in each category will receive the following prizes:

FIRST PRIZE: $75
SECOND PRIZE: $45
THIRD PRIZE: $15
All winners will be featured at a special Lite Circle reading and will have
their work published in Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
All entries must be postmarked no later than December 31, 2002. Reading fee: $5.00 per story, $3.00 per poem, $10.00 for up to 6 poems. No limit on
submissions.Manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, with cover sheet containing title (s) of work, along with author’s name, address, and telephone
number.The manuscript should include the title, but not the author’s name. Submissions on diskette OK (MS Word or WordPerfect preferred). Please include
short bio. Winners will be notified by March 31, 2003. Maximum story length 6,000 words. Maximum poem length 50 lines. Please mail entries to:

The Lite Circle Literary Contest
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
For more info, write us or email lite@toadmail.com .
Or visit our web site at: www.litecircle.com.

Elwyn’s Attic
One-of-a-kind
earrings
www.elwynsattic.com
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Lite May/June 2002

Writing is a
Solitary Profession.
Life Doesn't Have to Be.
If you are interested in participating in a
new literary singles group, email
lite@toadmail.com.

Your Business
Card Here.

$20.

